Abstract. Multi-agent systems are viewed as consisting of individual agents whose behaviors are regulated by an organisation-oriented normative artifact. This paper presents a simplified version of a programming language that is designed to implement normative artifacts. Such artifacts are specified in terms of norms being enforced by monitoring, regimenting and sanctioning mechanisms. The syntax and operational semantics of the programming language are introduced and discussed. A logic is presented that can be used to specify and verify properties of programs developed in this language.
Introduction
In this paper a multi-agent system is considered as consisting of a heterogeneous set of autonomous agents. Autonomy of individual agents implies that each agent pursues its own objectives and heterogeneity of agents implies that they may be developed by different designers, having different architectures, using different concepts and processes, and being implemented in different agent programming languages. The overall objectives of such multi-agent systems can be guaranteed by regulating the external (observable) behavior of individual agents and their interactions. This amounts to assume a normative system perspective on the to-be-designed system, that is, to think of it in normative terms: "[. . . ] law [and] computer systems [. . . ] may be viewed as instances of normative systems. We use the term to refer to any set of interacting agents whose behavior can usefully be regarded as governed by norms" ( [31] , p.276).
There have been various proposals for regulating the external behavior of individual agents. Some of these approaches are based on coordination artifacts that regulate the behaviors of agents (or processes in general) exogenously in terms of low-level coordination concepts such as synchronization [15, 6] . Other approaches extend the notion of coordination artifacts to develop full-fledged multi-agent environments that, among other things, provide coordination facilities to individual agents [35, 34] . Yet other approaches are motivated by organisational models, normative systems, electronic institutions, or a combination of normative systems and artifacts [36, 31, 21, 24, 28] . In these approaches, the behavior of individual agents is regulated by means of norms that are enforced or regimented through monitoring and sanctioning mechanisms. Generally speaking, the social and normative perspective is conceived as a way to make the development and maintenance of multi-agent systems easier to manage. A plethora of social concepts (e.g., roles, groups, social structures, organisations, institutions, norms) has been introduced in multi-agent system methodologies (e.g. Gaia [42] ), models (e.g. OperA [19] ), specification and modelling languages (e.g. MOISE + [27] and ISLANDER [20] ) and computational frameworks (e.g. AMELI [21] and S-MOISE + [30] ). This paper collects the results from a series of papers and presentations [13, 17, 18, 14] , and proposes a programming language for implementing normative artifacts and a corresponding logic to reason about normative artifact programs. The main contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, a simplified version of a programming language is presented that is designed to implement multi-agent systems in which the external (observable) behavior of individual agents is regulated by means of normative artifacts. Such artifacts are implemented in terms of social concepts such as norms and sanctions, and processes such as monitoring actions performed by individual agents, evaluation of their effects, and the enforcement of sanctions, if necessary. On the other hand, we devise a logic to specify and verify properties of programs that implement normbased artifacts.
In this paper, we first briefly explain our idea of normative multi-agent systems by providing and discussing a simple but characterising example. In section 3, we present the syntax and operational semantics of a programming language that is designed to facilitate the implementation of norm-based multi-agent systems. This programming language allows the implementation of normative artifacts by providing programming constructs to specify norms and sanctions. In section 4, a logic is presented that can be used to specify and verify properties of normative artifacts implemented in the presented programming language. Finally, section 5 discusses some related works and section 6 concludes the paper and discusses some future directions of this research project.
Norms and Multi-Agent Systems
Norms in multi-agent systems can be used to specify the standards of behavior that agents ought to follow to meet the overall objectives of the system. However, to develop a multi-agent system does not boil down to just state a number of standards of behavior in the form of a set of norms, but rather to organize the system in such a way that those standards of behavior are actually followed by the agents. This can be achieved by regimentation or enforcement mechanisms, e.g., [31, 24] .
When regimenting norms, all agents' external actions leading to a violation of those norms are made impossible. Via regimentation the system prevents an agent from performing a forbidden action. However, regimentation drastically decreases agent autonomy. Instead, enforcement is based on the idea of responding after a violation of the norms has occurred. Such a response, which includes sanctions, aims to return the system to an acceptable/optimal state. Crucial for enforcement and sanctioning is that the actions that violate norms are observable by the system (e.g., fines can be issued only if the library system can detect a user being late with returning a borrowed book). Another advantage of having enforcement over regimentation is that allowing for violations contributes to the flexibility and autonomy of the agent's behavior [11] .
To better expose the kind of normative scenarios we have in mind, consider the following example. It is a variant of a somewhat 'classic' example discussed in the literature on deontic logic and computer science [37, 31] .
Example 1 (Library regulations). The following are rules regulating the borrowing activity of a university library:
1. Each borrower must be registered. 2. Books should be returned by the date due. 3. Borrowers must not exceed a given allowance of books. 4. No books must be issued to borrowers who did not returned their books by the date due. 5. Borrowers who have books overdue must pay a given fine.
We further assume that there are only three books in order to keep the size of the example manageable within propositional logic. It is, obviously, no essential restriction. For practical purposes, we can use Prolog like representation and reasoning schemes, which can be reduced to a propositional language by assuming finite domains and considering all possible substitutions.
Notice that Example 1 consists, first of all, of one obligation for each borrower to be registered, then one obligation to return the borrowed book on time, and of a prohibition to borrow more books than a given amount. These norms specify the ideal behavior of the system as a whole. In addition, it consists of two socalled "contrary-to-duties" [12, 33] . These specify the behavior of the system in presence of a violation of some of the previous norms. The first one states that borrowers with books overdue cannot borrow any more books or, to put it otherwise, they are considered to have already reached their maximum book allowance. In addition, the second one states an obligation for borrowers to pay a fine if they have overdue books.
Norms as counts-as rules
In order to formally represent normative systems this work assumes the classificatory perspective on norms as motivated and developed in [25, 24, 26] . Accordingly, norms are statements classifying systems' states in terms of institutional terms, such as "violation". Borrowing the terminology advanced in [36] , systems' states are specified via brute descriptions, e.g. "agent i has borrowed book a". Norms impose institutional descriptions upon the brute ones, e.g. "agent i is in a violation state". Following Example 1, we would like to express that "states in which an agent borrows book a (in symbols, borrow(a)) without being registered (in symbols, −registered) count as states in which a violation occurs (in symbols, viol)". Having the necessary literals at disposal, the logical semantics of such expressions is given via an interpretation function V yielding for each literal a subset of the systems' states domain S: V (borrow(a)) ∩ V (−registered) ⊆ V (viol). In other words, counts-as expressions state the validity-in all states of the system-of the implication:
given an interpretation V . Section 4 will come back in more details to such logical aspects. Statements of this kind, which are often called counts-as statements, from the work of Searle [36] , are pervasive in human institutions and organisations and constitute a basic technique of presentation of normative content. For example, if the execution of a transition α (e.g. borrow book a) by an agent from a relevant state s (e.g., where −registered holds) always results in a state which is of a violation type given a certain counts-as statement (e.g., formula 1), then α can be considered to be prohibited in s. Counts-as statements could be quite complex and exhibit rich logical structure as shown, for instance, in [24] . In this work, however, only elementary counts-as statements, such as Formula 1, will be used for grounding programming constructs for the specification of normative systems. Before moving to the next section it is worth spending a few words on how this simple conception of norms relates to the literature on deontic logic. The "counts-as reduction" of norms just sketched builds, in fact, on the tradition of the reductionistic approaches of deontic logic to alethic logics started with the work of Anderson [3, 5, 4] and Kanger [32] . In that work, the reduction of deontic statements to alethic ones is based on the intuition according to which the fact that φ is obligatory means that ¬φ "necessarily" implies a violation. The nature of the reduction lies in how this reference to a "necessity" is formally modeled. In the present paper, such necessity is assumed to be of a definitional kind, thereby requiring a universal quantification of the system's state space. In addition to the classic reductionist approach we will also make use of several different violation constants. This, we will see, is essential in order to specify the appropriate system reaction to each one of the different sorts of violation.
Sanction rules
Sanctions are also implemented as rules, but follow the opposite direction of counts-as rules. A sanction rule determines which brute facts will be brought about by the system as a consequence of the institutional facts. Typically, such brute facts are sanctions, such as fines. Notice that in human systems sanctions are usually issued by specific agents (e.g. legislators or police agents) [8, 10, 9] . This is not the case in our computational setting, where sanctions necessarily follow the occurrence of a violation if the relevant sanction rule is in place (comparable to automatic traffic control and issuing tickets). It is important to stress, however, that this is not an intrinsic limitation of our approach. We do not aim at mimicking human institutions but rather providing the specification of computational systems.
Programming Normative Artifacts
In our approach a norm-based multi-agent system is assumed to consist of individual agents and normative artifacts that exogenously coordinate their behaviors. Since the focus of this paper is on the basic concepts and processes, which are involved in normative artifact programming, as well as the formal semantics and the logic for reasoning about such artifact programs, we assume here only a single normative artifact with which agents interact. Of course, the development of practical multi-agent systems may require multiple interacting normative artifacts. In section 6 we will explain some aspects that should be considered when multiple interacting normative artifacts are required.
In order to develop a norm-based multi-agent system, we assume individual agents being implemented in an agent programming language, not necessarily known to the normative artifact programmer. In particular, we assume an agent platform that facilitates the implementation and execution of individual agent programs. The execution of each agent program may generate a sequence of external actions. The action sequences of different agents are assumed to be interleaved by the platform scheduler. Finally, we assume the interleaved sequence of actions is observed/received by the normative artifact which is supposed to realize their effects based on the specified norms and sanctions. One of the contributions of this paper is how to implement and execute a normative artifact that can enforce norms by means of regimentation and sanctioning. Most noticeably it is not assumed that the agents are able to reason about the norms of the system.
The general architecture of such a normative multi-agent system is illustrated in Figure 1 . It consists of two main components: an agent platform and a normative artifact. The agent platform facilitates the execution of individual agents and schedule their external actions. The normative artifact monitors the scheduled action sequence, realize the effects of those actions, and enforce norms by means of regimentation and sanctioning. The main process of the normative artifact, which is called Norm Enforcement Mechanism, consists therefore of monitoring agents' actions followed by enforcing the norms. This process has access to brute and institutional facts as well as the specification of actions, counts-as rules, and sanction rules. In particular, when an action is performed the brute state is updated based on the action specification. Subsequently, the counts-as rules are used to evaluate the updated brute state to determine which norms are violated by the agents' action. Based on this evaluation and determined violations, the institutional state of the artifact is updated. Finally, the sanction rules are used to evaluate the updated institutional state to determine possible sanctions which are added to the brute state of the artifact. This process will be repeated indefinitely. A normative artifact is to some extent comparable with a multi-agent environment in which agents perform actions to change its (brute) state. However, a normative artifact differs from a multi-agent environment in the sense that the changes that the agents can realize are specified in terms of norms and sanctions. We should immediately stress that our notion of normative artifacts is by no means an alternative for a full-fledged environment as studied in [34, 35] . We realize that a full-fledged multi-agent environment should facilitate, beside realizing the effects of actions, many different operations such as different types of sense operations. For example, our architecture does not capture the feedbacks from the artifact to the agents, which should be necessary if the normative artifact would have been an alternative for a full-fledged multi-agent environment.
In order to implement the normative artifact component of the above architecture, a programmer should specify the initial brute state of the artifact, the specification of actions, the counts-as rules, and the sanction rules. Initially, there are no institutional facts; they will be generated during the run of the artifact. In the rest of this section, we present the syntax and operational semantics of a programming language to facilitate the implementation of normative artifacts. The programming language provides programming constructs to specify the effect of an agent's actions (e.g., the effects of action "borrowing"), counts-as norms (such as rules 1-4 in Example 1), sanctions specification (e.g., rule 5 in Example 1), and the initial (brute) state of the artifact. The monitoring, regimentation and sanctioning processes constitute the interpreter of the programming language. N Artifact Prog := "Facts: " <bruteFacts> "Effects: " <effects> "Counts-as rules: " <counts-as> "Sanction rules: " <sanctions>; <bruteFacts> := "{" <b-literals> "}"; <effects> := ( "{" <b-literals> "}" <actionName> "{" <b-literals> "}" )+; <counts-as> := ( "{" <literals> "} ⇒ {" <i-literals> "}.")+; <sanctions> := ( "{" <i-literals> "} ⇒ {" <b-literals>"}.")+; <actionName> := <ident>; <b-literals> := <b-literal> {"," <b-literal>}; <i-literals> := <i-literal> {"," <i-literal>}; <literals> := <literal> {"," <literal>}; <literal> := <b-literal> | <i-literal>; <b-literal> := <b-prop> | "not" <b-prop>; <i-literal> := <i-prop> | "not" <i-prop>;
The EBNF syntax of the normative multi-agent programming language.
Syntax.
As we assume that the normative artifacts determine the effects of the external actions, the programming language should provide constructs to specify these effects. The effect of an agent's (external) actions is specified by a set of literals that should hold in the brute state of the artifact. As external actions can have different effects when they are performed in different brute states of the artefact, we add a set of literals that function as the pre-condition of those effect. In order to specify brute and institutional states in our programming language, we introduce two disjoint sets of propositions to denote brute and institutional facts. The syntax of the normative artifact programming language is presented in Figure 2 using the EBNF notation. In the following, we use <b-prop> and <i-prop> to be propositional formulae taken from two different disjoint sets of propositions. Moreover, we use <ident> to denote a string.
In the following example we introduce the syntax that is used for specifying executable normative systems such as the one introduced in Example 1 . This will concretely illustrate the programming language we are presenting.
Example 2 (Specification of the library regulation normative system). The specification of the initial state of the system, together with its effects, counts-as and sanction rules is given in Figure 3 . It is worth stressing that such representation technique is, as such, nothing new from the point of view of deontic logic. In particular, it can be viewed as a simplified version of the norm-representation technique based on logic programming presented, for instance, in [37] . The present paper will show, however, how such specification can be turned into programsendowed with operational semantics-which execute the given specification.
This program specifies the behavior of a normative artifact. The Facts, which implement brute facts, specifies the initial brute state of the normative artifact, i.e., book(a), book(b), and book(c) are not borrowed and the agent (we assume for simplicity that there is only one agent) is not registered. The Effects indicate how the artifact can advance in its computation. Each effect is of the form Facts: {pre-condition} action {post-condition}. The second effect, for instance, means that if the agent performs a borrow(a) action when it does not already own book a and when it is registered in the library, the result is that the agent has borrowed book a. Only those effects that are changed are thus listed in the post-condition. The Counts as rules determine the normative effects for a given (brute and institutional) state of the system. The first rule, for example, states that being late in returning book a determines a specific violation (marked by viol). We assume an internal clock in the system determining the occurring of the late literals. A different violation (marked by viol ⊥ ) follows instead if the agent has borrowed a book without being registered, or if it has borrowed all three books. In other words, as the fifth-to-seventh rules state, the agent has a maximum allowance of two books. The literal viol ⊥ is used to mark the violation of norms which will be regimented by the system. The operational semantics of the language ensures that the designated literal viol ⊥ can never hold during any run of the system (see Definition 2) . Intuitively, rules with viol ⊥ as consequence could be thought of as placing gates blocking an agent's action. The last counts-as rule also deserves some attention. It states that if a violation of the first type occurs, i.e., if the agent has an overdue book, and it has at least two books, i.e., it has reached its maximum allowance, a violation of type viol ⊥ occurs. In other words, the agent is not allowed to borrow a book if it already has an overdue one. Such violation will be made impossible by the system. Finally, the aim of Sanction rules is to determine the punishments that are imposed as a consequence of violations. In the example the violation of type viol causes the sanction fined. A final remark about this example is that only one agent is assumed to interact with the artifact. When there are more agents interacting with the artifact, the atoms should be indexed by the agents' identities. Again, for practical purposes, we can use Prolog like representation and reasoning schemes to accommodate indexes by means of variables.
Counts-as rules obey syntactic constraints. Let l = (Φ ⇒ Ψ ) be a rule, we use cond l and cons l to indicate the condition Φ and consequent Ψ of the rule l, respectively. We consider only sets of rules such that 1) they are finite; 2) they are such that each condition has exactly one associated consequence (i.e., all the consequences of a given condition are packed in a single set cons); and 3) they are such that for counts-as rule k, l, if cons k ∪ cons l is inconsistent (i.e., contains p and −p), then cond k ∪ cond l is also inconsistent. That is to say, rules trigger inconsistent conclusions only in different states. In the rest of this paper, sets of rules enjoying these three properties are denoted by R. We also used R c and R s to denote sets of counts-as and sanction rules with such properties.
Note that in the current approach a multi-agent system consists of only one normative artifact the agents interact with, which suggests a centralized approach. However, extending the notion of a multi-agent system to contain a multitude of normative artifacts the agents interact with does not affect the norm enforcement mechanism of the individual artifacts. Because this paper concentrates on the norm enforcement mechanism of a normative artifact we decided to adopt the assumption of one artifact in order not to complicate matters further. Our framework can be extended with a set of normative artifacts, each of which is responsible for monitoring a specific set of actions and sanctioning the corresponding agents.
Operational Semantics.
One way to define the semantics of this programming language is by means of operational semantics. Using such semantics, one needs to define the configuration of normative artifact and the transitions that such configurations can undergo through transition rules. The configuration of a normative artifact consists of the brute and institutional states, the specifications of actions, the counts-as rules, and the sanction rules. Definition 1. (Normative Artifact Configuration) Let P b and P n be two disjoint sets of literals denoting atomic brute and institutional facts (including viol ⊥ ), respectively. The configuration of a normative multi-agent system is defined as σ b , σ n , Ac, R c , R s where σ b is a consistent set of literals from P b denoting the brute state of multi-agent system and σ n is a consistent set of literals from P n denoting the institutional state of multi-agent system. Ac, R c , and R s are the sets of action specifications, counts-as rules, and sanction rules, respectively.
In operational semantics, transition rules specify how and when configurations can change, i.e., they specify which transition between configurations are allowed and when they can be derived. In this paper, we consider only the transition rule that specifies the transition of normative artifact configurations as a result of performing external actions by individual agents. Of course, the artifact configurations can also change because of other factors such as the internal dynamics of the artifact (e.g., the state of a clock changes independent of an individual agent's action). However, the transition rules to derive such transitions are out of the scope of this paper. In our approach, the sets of action specifications, counts-as rules, and sanction rules do not change during executions. For this reason, in the rest of the paper we will not include the corresponding components (i.e., Ac, R c , and R s ) in the normative artifact configurations and use σ b , σ n to represent a normative artifact configuration.
Before presenting the transition rule specifying the transition of the normative artifact configurations, the closure of a set of conditions under a set of (counts-as and sanction) rules needs to be defined. Given a set R of rules and a set X of literals, we define the set of applicable rules in X as Appl R (X) = {Φ ⇒ Ψ | X |= Φ}. The closure of X under R, denoted as Cl R (X), is inductively defined as follows:
Because of the properties of finiteness, consequence uniqueness and consistency of R one and only one finite number m + 1 can always be found such that Cl
. Note that the closure may become inconsistent due to the ill-defined set of counts-as rules. For example, the countsas rule p ⇒ −p (or the set of counts as rules {p ⇒ q , q ⇒ −p}), where p and q are institutional facts, may cause the institutional state of a multi-agent system to become inconsistent.
Moreover, in order to define the transition rule to specify the transition of normative artifact configurations as a result of performing external actions by individual agents, we need to define an operation for updating the brute state of an artifact configuration. The function up determines the effect of action α on the brute state σ b based on its specification (Φ α Φ ) as follows:
Finally, we use performed (α) to indicate that an agent has performed an external action α. We also assume that action α is indexed with the identifier of the agent that has performed it. We can now define a transition rule to derive transitions between normative artifact configurations. Definition 2. (Transition Rule for Normative Artifacts) Let R c be the set of counts-as rules, R s be the set of sanction rules, and (Φ α Φ ) be the specification of action α. The transition rule for the derivation of normative artifact transitions is defined as follows:
where viol ⊥ is the designated literal for regimentation.
This transition rule captures the effects of performing an external action by an individual agent on both brute and institutional states of normative artifacts. First, the effect of α on σ b is computed. Then, the updated brute state is used to determine the new institutional state of the system by applying all counts-as rules to the new brute state of the artifact. Finally, possible sanctions are added to the new brute state by applying sanction rules to the new institutional state of the artifact. Note that the external action of an agent can be executed only if it would not result in a state containing viol ⊥ . This captures exactly the regimentation of norms. Hence, once assumed that the initial institutional state does not include viol ⊥ , it is easy to see that the system will never be in a viol ⊥ -state. It is important to note that when a institutional state σ n becomes inconsistent, the proposed transition rule cannot be applied because an inconsistent σ n entails viol ⊥ . Also, note that the condition σ b ∪ S |= ⊥ guarantees that the brute state can never become inconsistent. Finally, it should be emphasized that the institutional state σ n is not based on σ n and is always computed anew.
The execution of a normative artifact program is determined by the transition system that is generated by the above transition rule. The generated transition system consists of a set of finite or infinite paths c 0 , c 1 , . . ., each starts at the initial configuration of the normative artifact c 0 and every transition c i → c i+1 in a path is derivable from the transition rule. We would like to emphasize that the execution of a normative artifact, and thus the generated transition system, depends on the performed actions resulted from the execution of the individual agent programs. This is reflected in the transition rule by assuming a transition of an individual agent configuration through which an action is performed, i.e., by having performed (α) in the condition of the transition rule. The set of paths in the generated transition system corresponds with the order in which actions are performed.
Logic
In this section, we propose a logic to specify and verify liveness and safety properties of normative artifact programs. This logic, which is a variant of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL, see [7] ), is in the spirit of [2] and rely on that work. It is important to note that the logic developed in [2] aims at specifying and verifying properties of single agents programmed in terms of beliefs, goals, and plans. Here we modify the logic and apply it to normative artifact programs. We first introduce some preliminaries before presenting the logic.
Preliminaries
We show how the programming constructs can be used for grounding a logical semantics. Let P denote the set of propositional variables used to describe brute and institutional states of the normative artifacts. It is assumed that each propositional variable in P denotes either an institutional or a brute state-of-affairs: P = P n ∪ P b and P n ∩ P b = ∅. A state s is represented as a pair σ b , σ n where σ b = {(−)p 1 , . . . , (−)p n : p i ∈ P b } is a consistent set of literals (i.e., for no p ∈ P b it is the case that p ∈ σ b and −p ∈ σ b ), and σ n is like σ b for P n .
Rules are pairs of conditions and consequences ({ (−)p 1 , . . . , (−)p n | (−)p i ∈ X}, {(−)q 1 , . . . , (−)q k | (−)q i ∈ Y }) with X and Y being either σ b or σ n when applied in state σ b , σ n . Following [24] , if X = σ b and Y = σ n then the rule is called a bridge counts-as rule; if X = Y = σ n then the rule is an institutional counts-as rule. Moreover, if X = σ n and Y = σ b then the rule is a sanction rule. Literals p's and q's are taken to be disjoint. Note that the counts-as rules introduced in this paper are more expressive as X can be σ b ∪ σ n . Leaving technicalities aside, bridge counts-as rules connect brute states to institutional ones, institutional counts-as rules connect institutional facts to institutional facts, and sanction rules connect institutional states to brute ones.
Given a set R of rules, we say a state s = σ b , σ n to be R-aligned if for all pairs (cond k , cons k ) in R: if cond k is satisfied by σ b ∪ σ n (σ b in the case of a bridge counts-as rule and σ n in the case of an institutional counts-as or a sanction rule), then cons k is satisfied by σ n (in the case of a bridge or institutional countsas rule) or by σ b (in the case of a sanction rule), respectively. States that are R-aligned are states which instantiate the normative artifact specified by R.
Let the set of agents' external actions Ac be the union i∈I Ac i of the finite sets Ac i of external actions of each agent i ∈ I. We denote external actions as α(i) where α ∈ Ac i and i ∈ I. We associate now with each α(i) ∈ Ac i a set of preand post-conditions {(−)p 1 ∈ σ b , . . . , (−)p n ∈ σ b }, {(−)q 1 ∈ σ b , . . . , (−)q k ∈ σ b } (where p's and q's are not necessarily disjoint) when α(i) is executed in a state with brute facts set σ b which satisfies the pre-condition then the resulting state s has the brute facts set σ b which satisfies the post-condition (including replacing p with −p if necessary to preserve consistency) and it is such that the rest of σ b is the same as σ b . Executing an action α(i) in different configurations may give different results. For each α(i), we denote the set of pre-and post-condition pairs {(prec 1 , post 1 ), . . . , (prec m , post m )} by C b (α(i)). We assume that C b (α(i)) is finite, that pre-conditions prec k , prec l are mutually exclusive if k = l, and that each pre-condition has exactly one associated post-condition. We denote the set of all such pre-and post-conditions of all agents' external actions by C. Now everything is put into place to show how the execution of α(i) in a state with brute facts set σ b also univocally changes the institutional facts set σ n by means of the applicable counts-as rules, and adds the resulting sanctions by means of the applicable sanction rules. If α(i) is executed in a state σ b , σ n with brute facts set σ b , which satisfies the pre-conditions, then the resulting state σ b ∪ S, σ n is such that σ b satisfies the brute post-condition of α(i) (including replacing p with −p if necessary) and the rest of σ b is the same of σ b . Moreover, σ n is determined by the closure of σ b with counts-as rules R c , and sanctions S are obtained via closure of σ n with sanction rules R s .
Language
The language L for talking about normative artifact programs is just the language of PDL built out of a finite set of propositional variables P ∪ −P (i.e., the literals built from P ), used to describe the system's institutional and brute states, and a finite set Ac of agents' actions. Program expressions ρ are built out of external actions α(i) as usual, and formulae φ of L are closed under boolean connectives and modal operators:
with α(i) ∈ Ac and (−)p ∈ P ∪−P . Connectives ∨ and →, and the modal operator [ρ] are defined as usual.
Semantics
The language introduced above is interpreted on transition systems that generalize the operational semantics presented in the earlier section, in that they do not describe a particular program, but all possible programs -according to Cgenerating transitions between all the R c and R s -aligned states of the system. As a consequence, the class of transition systems we are about to define will need to be parameterized by the sets C, R c and R s .
A model is a structure M = S, {R α(i) } α(i)∈Ac , V where:
-S is a set of R c and R s -aligned states.
is the evaluation function consisting of brute and institutional valuation functions V b and V n such that for s = σ b , σ n , V b (s) = σ b and V n (s) = σ n . -R α(i) , for each α(i) ∈ Ac, is a relation on S such that (s, s ) ∈ R α(i) iff for some (prec k , post k ) ∈ C(α(i)), prec k (s) and post k (s ), i.e., for some pair of pre-and post-conditions of α(i), the pre-condition holds for s and the corresponding post-condition holds for s . Note that this implies two things. First, an α(i) transition can only originate in a state s which satisfies one of the pre-conditions for α(i). Second, since pre-conditions are mutually exclusive, every such s satisfies exactly one pre-condition, and all α(i)-successors of s satisfy the matching post-condition.
Given the relations corresponding to agents' external actions in M , we can define sets of paths in the model corresponding to any PDL program expression ρ in M . A set of paths τ (ρ) ⊆ (S × S) * is defined inductively:
• is concatenation of paths , such that z 1 • z 2 is only defined if z 1 ends in the state where z 2 starts -τ (ρ * ) is the set of all paths consisting of zero or finitely many concatenations of paths in τ (ρ) (same condition on concatenation as above) Constructs such as If φ then ρ 1 else ρ 2 and while φ do ρ are defined as (φ?; ρ 1 ) ∪ (¬φ?; ρ 2 ) and (φ?; ρ) * ; ¬φ, respectively. The satisfaction relation |= is inductively defined as follows: Let the class of transition systems defined above be denoted M C,Rc,Rs where C is the set of pre-and post-conditions of external actions, R c is the set of counts-as rules and R s the set of sanction rules.
Axiomatics.
The axiomatics shows in which way the presented logic differs w.r.t. standard PDL. In fact, it is a conservative extension of PDL with domain-specific axioms needed to axiomatize the behavior of normative artifact programs. For every pre-and post-condition pair (prec i , post i ) we describe states satisfying prec i and states satisfying post i by formulas of L. More formally, we define a formula tr(X) corresponding to a (set of) pre-or post-condition(s) X as follows: tr((−)p) = (−)p and tr({φ 1 , . . . , φ n }) = tr(φ 1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ tr(φ n ). This allows us to axiomatize pre-and post-conditions of actions. The conditions and consequences of counts-as rules and sanction rules can be defined in similar way as pre-and post-conditions of actions, respectively. The set of models M C,Rc,Rs is axiomatized as follows:
PDL Axioms and rules of PDL Ax Consistency Consistency of literals:
Ax Counts-as For every rule (cond k , cons k ) in R c :
Ax Frame For every action α(i) and every pair of pre-and post-conditions (prec j , post j ) in C(α(i)) and formula Φ built out of P b not containing any propositional variables occurring in post j :
This is a frame axiom for actions. Ax Non-Executability For every action α(i), where all possible pre-conditions in C(α(i)) are prec 1 , . . . , prec k :
where is a tautology. Ax Executability For every action α(i) and every pre-condition prec j in C(α(i)):
Let us call the axiom system above Ax C,Rc,Rs , where C is the set of brute pre-and post-conditions of atomic actions, R c is the set of counts-as rules, and R s is the set of sanction rules.
Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness). Axiomatics Ax C,Rc,Rs is sound and weakly complete for the class of models M C,Rc,Rs .
Proof. Soundness is proven as usual by induction on the length of derivations. We sketch the proof of completeness. It builds on the usual completeness proof of PDL via finite canonical models. Given a consistent formula φ to be proven satisfiable, such models are obtained via the Fischer-Ladner closure of the set of subformulae of the formula φ extended with all pre-and post-conditions of any action α(i) occurring in φ. Let F LC(φ) denotes such closure. The canonical model consists of all maximal Ax C,Rc,Rs -consistent subsets of F LC(φ). The accessibility relation and the valuation of the canonical model are defined like in PDL and the truth lemma follows in the standard way. It remains to be proven that the model satisfies the axioms. First, since the states in the model are maximal and consistent w.r.t. Ax Counts-as, Ax Sanction, Ax Consistency, and AxRegiment, they are R c -and R s -aligned, σ b and σ n are consistent, and no state is such that σ n |= viol ⊥ . Second, it should be shown that the canonical model satisfies the pre-and post-conditions of actions occurring in φ in that: a) no action α(i) is executable in a state s if none of its preconditions are satisfied by s, and b) if they hold in s then the corresponding post-conditions hold in s which is accessible by R α(i) from s. As to a), if a state s in the canonical model does not satisfy any of the preconditions of α(i) then, by Ax Non-Executability and the definition of the canonical accessibility relation, there is no s in the model such that sR α(i) s . As to b), if a state s in the canonical model satisfies one of the preconditions prec j of α(i) thentr(prec j ) belongs to s and, by Ax Frame, [α(i)]tr(post j ) also does. Now, Ax Executability guarantees that there exists at least one s such that sR α(i) s , and, for any s such that sR α(i) s , by the definition of such canonical accessibility relation, s contains tr(post j ) (otherwise it would not be the case that sR α(i) s ). On the other hand, for any literal (−)p in s not occurring intr(post j ), its value cannot change from s to s since, if it would, then by Ax Frame it would not be the case that sR α(i) s , which is impossible. This concludes the proof.
Verification
In our approach, the verification of a normative artifact program means to check whether the program is soundly designed and implemented with respect to the regimentation and sanctioning mechanisms it is supposed to realize or, to put it in more general terms, to check whether certain property holds in all (or some) states reachable by the execution traces of the normative artifact program. In order to achieve this goal we need to translate the executions of a normative artifact program into a PDL program expression, i.e., we need to translate the set of paths in the transition system generated by the operational semantics into a PDL program expression. This translation is due to the fact that we aim at using theorem proving for verification.
As explained in earlier sections, the function of a normative artifact program is to realize the effect of the external actions (including regimentation) that are selected/decided by the execution of individual agent programs 1 . Therefore, an execution of a normative artifact program can be seen as executing a sequence of external actions that are generated by the executions of the individual agent programs. In our framework, we consider asynchronous execution of a set of individual agent programs such that the external actions performed in the normative artifact form an interleaved sequence of actions generated by the execution of the individual agent programs.
Let I be a finite set of agent names and
. . be an execution behavior of agent i ∈ I, where α j i ∈ Ac i (A i is generated by the execution of the program that implements individual agent i). Let interleaved({A i | i ∈ I}) be the set of all possible interleaving of action sequences A i for i ∈ I. We would like to emphasize that in our approach the interleaving of actions is determined by the platform on which the individual agent programs are executing, i.e., interleaved({A i | i ∈ I}) is a function of the multi-agent system platform and thus not determined by the execution of the normative artifact program. The set interleaved({A i | i ∈ I}) represents all possible executions of a set of individual agent programs. Given a set of interleaved action sequences (possible behaviors of individual agent programs), an execution of a normative artifact program is the execution of one of the interleaved action sequences. Therefore, the executions of a normative artifact program can be translated as choices from the set of possible interleaved action sequences. Formally, we can translate the execution of a normative artifact program by the following PDL expression:
It is not hard to see that the above PDL expression denotes exactly the set of paths in the transition system that is generated by the operational semantics, as presented in section 2. To see this note that the operational semantics consists of only one transition rule that determines the effect of one external action of an individual agent program. As the choice for this action is arbitrary (i.e., the individual agent action α in the antecedent of the transition rule is arbitrary), the set of paths in the transition system contains all paths consisting of arbitrary sequences of individual agent actions.
The general verification problem can now be formulated as follows. Given a normative artifact program with norms in a given initial state satisfying φ ∈ L:
Liveness. After some execution of the program a state is reached satisfying ψ:
Safety. After any execution of the program a state is reached satisfying ψ:
Note that the PDL model, on which the verification formulae are evaluated, is defined with respect to a specific normative artifact program such that all states are aligned with respect to the involved counts-as and sanction rules. Moreover, the states in the model are connected in accordance with the specification of the external actions. The evaluation of a verification formula in such a model is then to check whether the interleaved sequences of external actions bring the normative artifact from from φ-states to states satisfying ψ.
The following proposition sketches a sample of safety and liveness properties concerning the normative artifact program specified in section 1. Let A be an action sequence that is generated by the execution of an individual agent program. Note that interleaved({A}) = A as the interleaving of one action sequence results in identical action sequence and the choice from the resulting single set is the same action sequence.
Theorem 2 (Normative liveness and safety). Let ∆ be the set of effects, counts-as and sanction rules of the program given in Example 1, and let tr(∆) be its translation in dynamic logic (see Section 4.4).
Sanction follows violation.
If the agent has book a overdue, then borrowing book b determines a violation of type viol ⊥ :
Norm compliance avoids sanction. If the agent returns the book on time it does not incur a fine:
If the agent has borrowed books a and b, and they are not overdue, then the plan to "either return a or b followed by borrowing c" can be executed without leading to a violation:
Regimentation. If the agent is not registered then it cannot borrow book a:
Proof (Sketch). The logical consequences can be easily proven semantically. As an example we provide the "sanction follows violation" property. Suppose there is a model M and state s such that: M, s |= tr(∆), M, s |= book(a) ∧ late(a) ∧ registered, and there exists a state s such that sR borrow(b) s and M, s |= viol ⊥ . It follows that M, s |= viol. By tr it follows that M, s |= viol ∧ book(a) ∧ book(b), from which we can conclude that M, s |= viol ∧ allowance and hence M, s |= viol ⊥ , which is impossible.
Related Work
In the literature on multi-agent systems, there have been many proposals for specification languages and logics to specify and reason about normative multiagent systems, virtual organisations, and electronic institutions (e.g., [31, 33, 9, 1] ). How to develop, program, and execute such normative systems was one of the central themes that were discussed and promoted during the AgentLink technical fora on programming multi-agent systems (see [16] for the general report of these technical fora). In this section, we discuss two approaches for specifying and implementing normative multi-agent systems. One of the early modelling languages for specifying institutions in terms of institutional rules and norms is ISLANDER [22] . In order to interpret institution specifications and execute them, a computational platform, called AMELI [21] , has been developed. This platform implements an infrastructure that, on the one hand, facilitates agent participation within the institutional environment and supports their communication and, on the other hand, enforces the institutional rules and norms as specified in the institutional specification. The key aspect of ISLANDER/AMELI is that norms can never be violated by the agents. In other words, systems programmed via ISLANDER/AMELI make only use of regimentation in order to guarantee the norms to be actually followed. Similar to some extensions of electronic institutions (cf. [23, 38] ) we relax this assumption, guaranteeing higher autonomy to the agents, and higher flexibility to the system. In contrast to our work, however, the norms of [21, 23, 38] all relate to actions the agents should or should not perform and ignore the issue of expressing more high-level norms concerning a state of the system that should be brought about. Such high-level norms can be used to represent what the agents should establish -in terms of a declarative description of a system state -rather than specifying how they should establish it.
Another approach concerning specification of normative multi-agent systems by means of social and organisational concepts is MOISE + [27] . This modelling language can be used to specify multi-agent systems through three organisational dimensions: structural, functional, and deontic. In a series of papers, different computational and programming frameworks have been proposed to implement and execute MOISE + specifications. Examples of such frameworks are S-MOISE + [29, 30] and its artifact-based version ORG4MAS [28] . These computational frameworks, like ours, provide programming constructs to implement concepts that are investigated in social and organisational sciences. In contrast to ISLANDER/AMELI [21, 23, 38] but similar to our approach, these frameworks are concerned with more high-level norms that are about declarative descriptions of a state that should be achieved. Following the MOISE + specification language, S-MOISE + is an organisational middleware that provides agents access to the communication layer and the current state of the specified organisation. Moreover, this middleware allows agents to change the organisation and its specification, as long as such changes do not violate organisational constraints. In the artifact version of this framework, ORG4MAS, various organisational artifacts are used to implement specific components of an organisation such as group and goal schema. In this framework, a special artifact, called reputation artifact, is introduced to manage the enforcement of the norms.
To summarize, in the work on electronic institutions ISLANDER/AMELI norms pertain to low-level procedures that directly refer to actions, whereas MOISE + /S-MOISE + are concerned with more high-level norms pertaining to declarative descriptions of the system. However, S-MOISE + does not allow agents to violate organisational rules and norms by ensuring that they respect organisational specification. This suggests that norms in S-MOISE + are regimented rather than being enforced by means of sanctions. In the artefact version of this framework, ORG4MAS, the enforcement of norms is assumed to be managed indirectly through a reputation mechanism, but it remains unclear how such a reputation system realizes sanctioning. Another important issue is that the abovementioned approaches lack a complete operational semantics that capture all aspects of normative systems, including the enforcement of norms. In our opinion, an explicit formal and operational treatment of norm enforcement is essential for a thorough understanding and analysis of computational frameworks of normative multi-agent systems. Also, the computational frameworks related to MOISE + are not grounded in a logical system such that the soundness and properties of the programmed systems cannot be analysed through formal analyses and verification mechanisms. The present paper is an attempt to complement the abovementioned works along these lines. Finally, it should be noted that IS-LANDER/AMELI and MOISE + /S-MOISE + provide a variety of social and organisational concepts that we do not consider in this paper. The focus of the present paper is a simple programming language with direct monitoring and enforcement mechanisms for which its operational semantics can be grounded in a logic. An advantage of our approach is that implemented normative programs can be formally analysed by means of verification techniques. Future research will focus on other social and organisational concepts.
Conclusions and Future Work
The paper has proposed a programming language for implementing normative artifacts that can be used to coordinate the external behaviors of a heterogeneous set of autonomous agents. The programming language has been endowed with formal operational semantics, therefore formally grounding the use of certain social notions -eminently the notion of norm, regimentation and enforcementas explicit programming constructs. A sound and complete logic has then been proposed which can be used for verifying properties of the normative artifacts implemented in the proposed programming language.
We have already implemented an interpreter for the proposed programming language [14] . Currently, we are working to connect this interpreter to a multiagent system platform to build multi-agent systems in which the behavior of individual agent programs are coordinated by the normative artifact program. Also, we are working on using the presented logic to devise a semi-automatic proof checker for verification properties of normative multi-agent programs.
We are aware that for a comprehensive treatment of normative artifacts we need to extend our framework in many different ways. Since the first version of this framework, we have worked on various extensions to include programming constructs to explicitly implement deontic concepts such as obligation and prohibition [41] , roles [39] , and norm change [40] . Future work aims at extending the programming language with constructs to support the implementation of a broader set of social concepts and structures (e.g., groups, power structure, task delegation, and information flow), and more complex forms of enforcement (e.g., policing agents) and norm types (e.g., norms with deadlines). Another extension of the work is the incorporation of the norm-awareness of agents in the design of the multi-agent system. We also aim at extending the framework to capture the role of norms and sanctions concerning the interaction between individual agents.
The approach in its present form concerns only one normative artifact running on a single machine. Future work will aim at relaxing this assumption providing similar formal semantics for distributed multi-agent systems, where different artifacts running on different machines are connected and organized to coordinate the behavior of agents distributed on different agent platforms. For such an extension one needs to study possible interactions between monitoring and sanctioning processes of different artifacts as well as how the brute and institutional facts of different artifacts can be exchanges/shared. Also, in this work we considered only the interleaved sequence of external actions that are performed by individual agents. We would like to extend our framework with synchronized actions of different agents. Finally, we have focused on the socalled 'ought-to-be' norms which pertain to socially preferable states. We intend to extend our programming framework with 'ought-to-do' norms pertaining to socially preferable actions.
